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Magnet site reviewers
spent three days immersed
in the LVHHN experience.
They left staff members as
they found them-feeling
Magnetized!

Magnet hospitals
are so named because of
their ability to attract
and retain the best
professional nurses.
''Magnet Attractions"
profiles our story at
Lehigh Valley Hospital

L:a

Bates, R.N., has two passions-nursing

and learning.

So Bates, who works

on the transitional open heart unit at LVH-Cedar Crest, was in her element
when she sat with two Magnet site reviewers to talk about something she loves.
"One of the best things about working here is the support for continuing
education," says Bates, who is studying for her bachelor's in nursing

and Health Network
and shows how

degree at Cedar Crest College. "I feel very fulfilled."
Support for education through tuition reimbursement, more than $700,000

our clinical staff truly

in nursing scholarships, a monetary reward for completing certification and

magnifies excellence.

Friends of Nursing support to attend conferences really impressed Magnet
reviewers Alyce Schultz, R.N., Ph.D., and Karen Hildebrandt, R.N., M.S.N.,
during their three-day visit.
"You have phenomenal opportunities for educational activities," said Schultz,

lEHIWVALLEY
HOSPITAL AND
HEALTH NETWORK
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the lead reviewer. "About 40 percent of your staff has baccalaureate degrees,
but we encourage even more of you to do the same."
please turn to page 3 ~

Here Comes the Parade!
We march in the Parade of Magnet,
spreading the word of our nursing excellence
You are teachers and mentors .... learners and

The team on 58 at LVH-Cedar Crest showcased the poster it

researchers ... confidantes and friends ... extraordinary

presented nationally about the decrease in urinary tract

caregivers and leaders all marching in the "Parade of Magnet."

infections. The staff is key in our hospital-wide effort that

We call it a parade because of the enormous PRIDE and

ensures patients' safety and part of a meticulous and systematic

enthusiasm in what we do and how we care every day. Our

approach that keeps us among the best. And as we know,

Parade of Magnet attracts and retains the talented caregivers

the only way to remain the best is to keep learning. They

whom our community members depend on and trust.

take it to heart through ongoing education-they

I see and feel this every day-and

I was so overwhelmed by

our excellence when I was welcomed onto your units last

and share what they learn at conferences.

month in preparation for our Magnet site reviewers. I saw

The ED team at LVH-17th & Chew prepared 10 posters,

our shared governance in action, beautiful and impressive

everything from morale-boosting

posters, and results of research making a healing difference.

that recognizes EMS partners in the community. They

The adolescent psychiatric staff at LVH-Muhlenberg proudly
displayed a stunning black-and-gold

banner announcing

their excellence to Magnet reviewers. A poster presented
the success of the merger between LVH-17th & Chew and
L'lH-Muhlenberg

and how two teams became one family.

They posted words of wisdom, such as "separate your

holiday posters to one

generously look beyond themselves and honor others who
help make the care here great. Caring for the downtown
Allentown community is their passion-and

they are leading

the way with a special domestic violence program. Specially
educated nurses help protect the abused women of our
community and help change their lives.

adolescent from their disorder," and the collective years

As I reflect on every single unit, I just think, "Wow!" All of

of experience of the team, 275 years. It takes special

you have accomplishments

people to care for teen-agers who go through challenges,

mentioned, and you can read even more stories of excellence

and this team's members prove how special they are to their

throughout

patients and to each other.

I know your stories, and I want to share them with everybody

The 35 staff at LVH-Muhlenberg displayed wonderful posters

in the spirit of those teams I just

this issue and every issue of Magnet Attractions.

I know.

about rewarding and recognizing its staff. The message

That's what Magnet does-it

to colleagues is clear: "You do a fantastic job! We can't do

excellence. And we can all take heart that our Magnet site

it without you!" It's that encouragement

reviewers heard and saw those stories. They could feel

to mentoring that parades throughout

and a commitment
the unit and has

helps us parade our stories of

our PRIDE as they watched the "Parade of Magnet."

attracted four new nurses to join the team, filling every

Our PRIDE and our excellence are always there and

vacant position on the unit.

always will be-and

The labor and delivery team at LVH-Cedar Crest has its staff
stars, too. You may remember this recognition program
featured in a past issue of Magnet Attractions-it

follows the

yellow brick road to rewards that capture the essence of the
Wizard of Oz: heart, courage, brains and enthusiasm. They
celebrate new life every day and they celebrate each other!
2

study

the "med of the month," post trusty tips for their specialty

we should be proud!

:r~~r
Terry A. Capuano, R.N.
Senior Vice President, Clinical Services
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THROUGH THEIR EYES

from page 1

"~ really do feel it's
what you do every day. "
- Alyce Schultz, Magnet reviewer

What Impressed
MAGNET REVIEWERS?
(L-R) Magnet reviewer Alyce
Shultz, R.N., Ph.D., makes her
rounds on the mother-baby
unit with Judy Pfeiffer, R.N.,
director of labor and delivery
and the perinatal unit;
Carol Torchen, R.N.,
administrator, clinical
services; Beth Kushner, R.N.,
lactation consultant and
Jeanne Schevets, R.N.
neonatal intensive care unit.

• Performance improvement. "Exceptional ... clear, active
and interactive," is how Schultz described the PI process.
Clinical staff was praised for its commitment to outcomeoriented projects, innovative bulletin boards and making
improvements prompted by patient satisfaction surveys.
• Retention. Longevity among staff was commended and
sensitivity to staffing issues with flexible scheduling was
cited as contributing to low turnover and inspiring loyalty.
(L-R) Charlotte Buckenmyer, R.N., director of the emergency
deparlment, LVH-Cedar Crest, and tour guide Sharon Clark, R.N.,
transitional open heart unit, show Magnet reviewer
Karen Hildebrant

TI.

R.N., around the LVH-Cedar Crest ED.

• Reward and recognition. Friends of Nursing awards
and more than $40,000 donated by local philanthropists
reward staff for patient care and satisfaction. Schultz was
"overwhelmed" when a nurse told her, "I am not here for
personal rewards. I am here for my patients."

packed schedule of unit tours on all LVHHN campuses and

informal lunch and breakfast gatherings with clinical staff kept
Schultz and Hildebrandt on the go during their review on June
10, 11 and 12. The visit was a critical next step in LVHHN's
ques for Magnet status, considered a hallmark of national nursing
excellence currently held by just 50 hospitals in The United States.

• Patient and employee satisfaction. It takes a satisfied
employee to deliver the most compassionate care to a
patient. In fact, patients rate nursing care at LVHHN in
the 95th percentile among similar hospitals nationwide.
"This institution is obviously customer and employee
focused," Hildebrandt said.

Schultz and Hildebrandt were here to "verify, clarify and amplify"
what was written in the five-binder, 3,250-page application submitted
to the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC) in November.
They will submit a report of their findings to the ANCC board,
which is expected to make a decision by late summer.
In their wrap-up presentation here, teleconferenced network-wide,
it was evident the reviewers liked what they saw. "Nursing is front
and foremost in this organization," Schultz said. "It is a very
strongly recognized partner in every aspect."
Upbeat and uplifted by their time here, Schultz and Hildebrandt
seemed sorry to leave. "Thank you for being so good to us,"
Hildebrandt said. "I'm flying back to Colorado, but I feel like
I don't need an airplane."

MAGNET
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• Unity. When staff members on different campuses were asked
if they felt connected, they responded, "We think of ourselves
as one institution."
• Ethics. Staff is comfortable dealing with ethical issues, and
Schultz described LVHHN as being "ahead of your time"
by establishing an ethics committee in the early 1980s.
• Leadership. LVHHN's leaders were lauded for being
accessible and connecting with staff, starting at employee
orientation. Terry Capuano, senior vice president, clinical
services, earned words of praise. "She is incredibly effective
and held in such high regard," Hildebrandt said. "She's
always looking to raise the bar, and that's what Magnet
is all about."

3
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t's easy to tell a hospital with

I

Magnet qualities. You can

see it in the faces of our staff
and satisfied patients. You can
hear it in their stories about

SITE REVIEW READY!
Kristina Moyer, R.N. (left), and Angela Rinaldi,
R.N. (right), of 7B at LVH -Cedar Crest show.
LVHHN CEO and president Elliot Sussman, M.D.,
how they chart their unit's climb in Press Ganey
scores of cleanliness, friendliness and nursing overall.
Sussman made a pre-Magnet site review visit to
see how staff was preparing for the Magnet site
reviewers. Both Moyer and Rinaldi are on 7B's
performance improvement committee that came
up with the mountain-climbing theme.

excellence, compassion and
clinical innovation. LVHHN

PAPERWORK PARTY

staff live it every day through

Tea and goodies turned routine

continuing education, community

paperwork into a party for Tracey
Silfies and Sue Gross, R.N.,

outreach and collaboration at

patient care coordinators, and
other staff nurses on 5C. The

every level. Here's what Magnet

refreshments made the business
of filling out educational records

PRIDE looks like on parade.

go much faster.

A TOAST TO GOOD TASTE
(L-R) Nancy Dirico, R.N., Terry Capuano, senior
vice president, clinical services, and registered
dietitian J ody Keiser of the transitional skilled
unit at LVH-17th & Chew, sample a new, tastier
liquid supplement now dispensed with medications
by TSU nurses. Capuano, who was making preMagnet site review of all the units, congratulated
the TSU's performance improvement committee
for brainstorming the idea. The result? Patients
prefer the new nutritional supplement and more
are drinking it.

Joanna Bartish, R.N., special
procedure unit, LVH-Muhlenberg,
was a ringer when Bill Leiner,
director, behavioral health, asked:
"On what committees do nurses
in your unit serve?" Answer:
"Reward and recognition,
peer review, performance
improvement and ethics."

SPIN THE WHEEL
Mari Driscoll, R.N., PICC team, LVH-Cedar Crest,
spun the wheel for this question at the recent Magnet
Attractions event: "What do you do to protect patient
confidentiality?" Answer: "By using computer passwords
and screen savers, closing the Walla Roos and not
discussing matters in public."

::- A HIGHER DEGREE

".

Pediatric nurse Loretta Gogel, R.N. (center),
and 3C nurse Paulette Kennedy, R.N. (right)
received their nursing pins from Pat Matula,
R.N., outcomes coordinator, clinical services,
who spoke at a recent graduation ceremony at
Kutztown University's School of Nursing.
Both Gogel and Kennedy earned their
bachelor's in nursing degrees with help from
LVHHN's tuition reimbursement program.

A PROVEN LEADER
Ernie Deeb, C.R.N.A., shares a recent U.S. Nws and World
Report article on nursing with Terry Capuano. Deeb, a
member of the Sigma Theta Tao honor society, won the
society's community leadership award this year. A Cedar
Crest College alumnus, Deeb invites current Cedar Crest
nursing students to one-day tutorials in the LVHHN
operating rooms and shows them advance practice
nursing at work.

.•
At LVH-17th & Chew, (L-R) Frances Fontanez, R.N.,Joanne
Lesher, R.N., Nancy Gibisher, R.N., all from Center for Women's
Medicine, and Loretta Farley,R.N., mother-baby unit, were
sweetlyrewarded by emergency department director Chris Lewis,
R.N., with Mike & Ike's candy for having all the right answers
about continuity of care at LVHHN. Answer:"We teach patients
and familiesabout discharge,work closelywith case management
and make referrals to home care when needed."

PICK A NUMBER

.•

Donald Klingeman, a CT Scan technician at
LVH-Cedar Crest, fields a question from patient care
specialist and operating room nurse Joann Geslak,
R.N.: "What does your unit do to provide culturally
sensitive care ?" Answer: "We provide interpreters
for non-English speaking patients."

m-u attractions
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Even after 30 years here, Pat Karo, R.N.,
goesfor her certification and earns a reward.
Her patient doesn't seem too interested in conversation today, so Pat Karo takes a
different tact. With a quiet confidence and a serene smile, Karo talks about her
own family, helping her and her patient find common ground.
The technique works. Within a few moments, the two are chatting away.
Now, Karo can give her newfound friend information about dietary and
medication needs.
"Getting a patient to open up lets me give education right at the bedside,"
says Karo, a master's-prepared R.N. who excels at direct patient care. "That's
what I love about my job-helping people take charge of their own wellness."
Karo is humble and soft-spoken, but not afraid to take charge. This year, the
30-year LVHHN employee expanded her own knowledge by taking an exam
and attaining certification in medical-surgical nursing.
Was it difficult? Nerve-racking? Nail-biting? No, says Karo. "It reaffirmed
what I've always known and practiced," she says. "It was very rewarding."
Karo first learned of the certification on the Internet. There, she found the times,
dates and sites of the exam (hers was offered at Allentown's Dieruff High School)
and also picked up tips on what to study.
"For me, the exam was a challenge, and I wanted to be prepared," she says. So Karo
purqhased a 30-hour prep course on cassette, and Friends of Nursing reimbursed her
the cost. She now keeps the tapes on 7B so other nurses can use them.
When the big day came, Karo was ready. She walked into Dieruff and aced the
three-hour exam. While that gave her great satisfaction, it also earned her a
monetary reward. All 257 LVHHN nurses in perioperative and clinical services
holding current professional certification received a bonus this year. And all
earning new certification and recertification will be reimbursed the cost to
take the exam.

A PATCHWORK OF PRID
Pat Karo, R,N., prepared for her certification
exam by listening to a tape and snuggling
inside a quilt. She shows PRIDE every day
while caring for patients on 7B, and also
takes PRIDE in the hand-sewn quilts she
creates, Two of her quilts were displayed
last month at the Allentown Art Museum.

"Professional certification isn't something I had to do, but something I wanted to do,"
Karo says. "It made me feel great about the job I do and knowledge I've developed."
Karo's colleagues recognize her excellence. She recently won the Gaylor MedicalSurgical Friends of Nursing award, earning praise from her co-workers. "I tell
her that she is my role model," says 7B17C director Maryann Rosenthal, R.N.
"Her clinical knowledge, maturity and professionalism make her so."
Tell this to Karo and she smiles, turns away and deflects the praise. "I meet so
many wonderful people every day, including my patients and colleagues," she says.
"We all take care of each other."
YOU CAN BECOME CERTIFIED, TOO.
To learn more about specific certification
exams, visit the American Nurses Association
web site (nursingworld.org/ancc/certs.htm).

CERTIFICATION CELEBRATION-Emergency
services director Charlotte Buckenmyer, R.N. (left)
joins lVH-Cedar Crest ED nurses Alice Frte. R.N.,
Eric Bubbenmoyer, R.N., Rose Scheirer, r
d
Cathy Carlen, R.N. as recipients of a mone ary
reward for attaining certification. Fellow Cedar
Crest ED nurses Lilian Flynn, R.N., Karen Zurn,
R.N., Regina Natale, R.N. and Renee Schick, R.N.
also are certified.

Insp'ired to Do

RESEARCH

Now Mary Ann Dittus,
R.N., is eager to do the same
for her patients after attending
Research Day 2002 at LVHHN.
MUSICAL MEDICINE-Mary Ann Dittus is interested in
researching the effects of music on healing patients.

Mary Ann Dittus. R.N.• may not think of herself as a pioneer. but
she certainly has the spirit. It was awakened in her during
Research Day 2002 at LVHHN and brought to mind when
pioneering research touched her life-and in fact, saved it.

~

"When I was a child, I had acute lymphatic leukemia," she
says. "In those days, most children died. But experimental
drugs were available, and my parents agreed to put me in
a trial. That's why I'm here today."
Thirty-one years later, Dittus is cancer-free
and intrigued to do some research of her own
on the acute coronary care unit (ACU) at
LVH-Cedar Crest. Believing in integrating
a holistic approach to patient care, Dittus
theorizes that listening to music will help
cardiac patients relax during post-catherization.
"It's so important to work with the person
and not just the ailment," she says. "That's
w~y I've always ad~~c~,tedtreating the
mind, body and spint.

attractions
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Colleagues who presented at Research Day also inspire
Dittus. Registered nurse Patrick Pagella's research for a
more comfortable device that prevents blood
clots forming in the leg has expanded to include
50 trauma and orthopedic patients. Eugene
Anderson, R.N., cardiovascular/ intensive care
unit, found in his own benchmarking research
•
that LVH-Muhlenberg's complication rate in
cardiac patients is well below the 3 percent
•
average. Clinical pharmacist Joseph Ottinger
discovered a cost saving of $123,000 when studying
•
the effectiveness between two anti-clotting drugs.

"Ifiound out
that I can
learn Just
from reading
l
artu: e
abstracts. "

Dittus' venture into research is a big step in her
20-year nursing career. While in nursing school, Dittus recalls
hands-on patient care was emphasized and research only
. briefly touched upon. She never gave thought to starting a
\ research project of her own-until now. "Research Day really

MAGNET

got me excited," Dittus says. "The keynote speakers helped
me with research tips for creating a plan, and I found out that
I can learn just from reading article abstracts."

2002

Those are the kinds of things that impressed
the Magnet site reviewers, who praised LVHHN
for its strong support of staff research and cited
Research Day in particular.

"It was good seeing how others on staff do research and get
published," Dittus says. "There's help and resources here for
nurses like me to pursue our ideas, and that's why this is a
Magnet hospital."

7
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When they first heard the words, Kathy
Fromholz and Debbie Arnold could barely
believe their ears. "Can you come to my
hospital and talk about this?" was the
question at least 10 nurses from throughout
the ~untry asked the pair from LVHMuhlenberg's 3 and 4 South.
What drew such rave reviews? A dynamic
poster on morale boosting that Fromholz
and Arnold presented during the five-daylong National Association of Orthopedic
Nursing (NAON) conference in Las Vegas.
Sure, the poster, titled "Rekindling the
Passion for Orthopedic Nursing," looked
great. But the ideas are what brought it to
life. Fromholz and Arnold detailed the steps
they took to raise the enthusiasm of their
own colleagues and shared ideas about
how other hospitals can do the same. "Our
goal," Arnold says, "is to make ours one of
the top orthopedic units in the country."
The mission began late last October when
the pair turned Orthopedic Nurses' Day
into a weeklong affair. "Since it's a part of
med-surg nursing, some people overlook

8

the subspecialty of orthopedic nursing,"
Fromholz says. "We celebrated that aspect."
During the week, colleagues received gift
bags from a hospital distributor, and nurses
on each shift earned a special lunch. Clever
contests and activities (such as a "guess the
amount of dog bones in a jar" event) got all
staff members involved.
Fromholz and Arnold used the week to
promote the benefits of NAON membership, which include attending the annual
conference at a discounted rate and using
an Internet forum to share ideas with other
orthopedic nurses nationwide. The pair
made NAON applications available and
encouraged staff to join.

Next up: Establishing a local chapter
for NAON, an organization both nurses
believe in wholeheartedly.
"To attend a national conference and
become a NAON member is to know that
you can connect and share ideas with other
nurses," Fromholz says. "NAON has the
passion to be the leading name in orthopedic
nursing, and we have the passion to be the
best at LVH-Muhlenberg."

EXPLORE ORTHOPEDIC NURSING:
To learn more, log onto NAON's web site
(naon.inurse.com). There you'll find
membership and contact information.

After Orthopedic Nurses' Week, Fromholz
and Arnold created a quarterly newsletter,
"No Bones About It." A typical issue
communicates patient care information
(the first included a feature on compartment
syndrome) along with Press Ganey scores
and upcoming events. It also features staff
biographies and recipes.

MAGNET

Marilyn Wall R.N.,
of 4S, hangs out with
"Stanley the Skeleton, "
who was use
Orthopedic
Week contest.
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"The people who have the best ideas are you!"
says Cece Grindel, R.N., Ph.D., keynote speaker at Research Day 2002:
"Using Evidence to Change Practice."

Where to begin? Grindel, dean of the undergraduate nursing

\

f

program at Georgia State University, and critical care nursing consultant
Marianne Chulay, R.N., Ph.D., past president of the American Association
of Critical Care Nurses, and also a keynote speaker, offer this advice
from their talk last spring:

,
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Call professional development and outcome studies
at 610·402·1104 or nurse researcher Joanna Bokovoy
at 610·402·2636 for help with research.

CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Julv
Psychiatric Update I & II
July 11 • 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Behavioral Health Science - LVH-M

Assessment and Management of
Behavioral Dyscontrol - Part I
(Code Orange Iraininq]
July 24' 8 a.m. - noon
Room #900. School of Nursing - LVH-17

Assessment and Management of
Behavioral Dyscontrol- Part II
(Code Orange Trainingl
July 25' 8 a.m. - 430 p.m.
Room #900. School of Nursing - LVH-17
(Must complete Parts I and II
to be Code Orange Certified)

Critical Care Course - Day 3
Cardiovascular
Aug. 8· 8 a.m. - 430 p.m.
Auditorium. School of Nursing - LVH-17

Preceptor Preparation Program
Aug. 14' 8 a.m. - 430 p.m.
Classroom #8. JDMCC. 3rd floor - LVH-CC

Critical Care Course - Day 4
Pulmonary/Mechanical Ventilation
Aug. 15' 8 a.m. - 430 p.m.
EMI-2166S.12thSt

Critical Care Course - Day 5
Pulmonary/Mechanical Ventilation
Aug. 16' 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
EMI- 2166 S. 12th St

Basic Dysrhythmias
July 29 and Aug 1 • 8 a.m. - 430 p.m.
Auditorium. School of Nursing - LVH-17

Critical Care Course - Day 6
Hemodynamic Monitoring

August

Aug 20· 8 a.m. - 430 p.m.
EMI- 2166 S. 12th St

Critical Care Course - Day 1
Interdisciplinary Concepts
for Critical Care

Aug 22· 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Behavioral Health Science - LVH-M

Aug. 6' 8 a.m. - 430 p.m.
Auditorium. School of Nursing - LVH-17

Critical Care Course - Day 2
Cardiovascular

Psychiatric Update III

Basic Dysrhythmias
Aug. 26 and 29' 8 a.m. - 430 p.m.
Auditorium - LVH-CC

Aug 7' 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Auditorium. School of Nursing - LVH-17

For further information or to register, please see the
Nurs EdCont Ed Bulletin Board or call 610-402-2277.

MAGNET

attr actions

A National Winner
Magnet Attractions, LVHHN'sbimonthly
nursing newsletter that made its debut
last year, received an award for in-house
publications at the highly prestigious 19th
Annual Healthcare Marketing Report
Advertising Awards. The publication faced
some stiR competition among other health
networks, including Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center and The Cleveland Clinic. But once
again the stories of LVHHN'sclinical staR
captured national attention.

Congratulations!

